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Some
thoughts...

Twenty - eight and counting
We are now in the process of acquiring
our twenty–eighth property for
refurbishment and conversion to an acol
co-living/hmo property.
We started out offering terraced houses
in Greater Manchester.
Property prices in towns such as Oldham
and Rochdale were more affordable for
our clients and we were confident that
there was strong rental demand for coliving accommodation there.
The properties we offered typically had
four/five bedrooms and were priced
below £200,000.
They have proved to be sound rental
investments, producing 7% plus p.a. net
yields (after all costs) across the board.
In the last twelve months or so we have
seen a shift in sentiment from our clients.
There has been growing demand for
larger properties with all en-suited rooms
and a higher specification.

Investors have become increasingly drawn to properties;

Views
from
the
rooftop

Our aim is to satisfy their needs and since
the larger properties are equally good
investments with similar returns, we are
happy to offer them.
We know and understand the co-living/
hmo sector. Whether you want to invest
£200,000 or over £1m, if you are looking
for a secure 7% p.a. return an acol
property may be the ideal investment for
you.

Missed out on fixed Interest
We recently closed out a fixed interest
opportunity within 72 hours of it being
offered to investors who had pre-registered
their interest with us.
One of our clients was interested in it and
said he would discuss it with his wife and
get back to me.
Perfectly understandable and we never
pressure anyone to rush into an investment.

they could envisage living in themselves

When we advised it had been fully
subscribed his reply was ‘Wow, that’s
impressive, Tony. Trading on reliability..!’

that they believe will attract higher rents and accordingly ’better
quality tenants’ who can afford them.

My reply was Thanks and yes, it has only
taken twenty-five years to achieve….

in light of one or all of the above, they regard as ’low risk’.

Slow but steady expansion and building
long-term relationships takes a long time
and lots of patience.

that they find visually appealing

We have now added additional locations in the North West as well as
the Midlands
The above photos show some of our larger properties that fall into one,
or all, of the above categories.
Of course, it doesn’t mean that such properties are better rental
investments than terraced houses.
When it comes to an investment return, it is all down to the net figures
and our terraced houses more than hold their own in this regard.
However, we fully realize our clients have to feel comfortable with the
type of property they own.

Overnight success stories have their day in
the sun, but rarely last the course.
There is a long way for us to go yet — 28
properties and counting.
Tony Davies
Managing Director
info@stdavidgroup.com
www.stdavidgroup.com

Our latest
acol co-living/hmo
property is now
available

Just completed
Fully licensed
Fully furnished
Fully tenanted with four
nurses and a
semi-professional

Merseyside, Liverpool
Three en-suited rooms
Two rooms sharing
one bathroom
Communal kitchen
and dining areas
Master tenancy at 7% p.a.
or
Market rents at 7% p.a.
plus
(Both net of ALL costs)
Price - £265,000
For further information
please contact us

Closed for subscription

Our recently launched Hartington fixed interest
opportunity was fully subscribed within 72 hours.
Many thanks to those who invested with us.

We expect to have another opportunity available in the next quarter.
If you are interested in a relatively short-term fixed interest opportunity
(8% p.a. after UK withholding tax) please pre-register with us.
Q. What happens if I buy an acol property and it can’t get a HMO licence?
A. All our completed properties are offered with a HMO licence in place, so you are not at
risk of not getting one.

Frequently asked
questions

Q. Do the properties comply with all the government fire regulations etc?
A. Yes, they do, and this is confirmed by an independent surveyor before you complete
the purchase.

Q. What happens if there is a problem with some of the refurbishment work after I have
bought it?
A. There won’t be! Importantly, we are the developers and you are covered by our contractor warranty for the first
year of ownership. All our properties are structurally sound and the quality and extent of the refurbishment help
ensure there are minimal repairs/maintenance issues going forward.

and market updates
Build to Rent (BTR) completions have increased by 19% since the
start of the pandemic.
London continues to dominate with a 35% increase since the start of
2020, with over 13,000 units having been completed over the last two
years, versus just 9,716 in the same period prior to the outbreak of
Covid-19. Meanwhile, the rest of the UK has seen numbers rise from
13,873 to 14,942, an increase of just eight per cent.
London’s BTR market dominance means that the capital now accounts
for 48% of all completions, with the rest of the UK accounting for 52%.
A home will be built for every one sold off
under a new right-to-buy scheme for housing
association tenants, Michael Gove has said
as he pledged to make it easier for renters
with small deposits to buy their own homes.
The housing secretary promised a “like-forlike, one-for-one replacement” scheme.
Funding will come from a previously announced levy on new
developments and will mean a significant expansion in the building of
social housing if the policy is a success.
Lower-paid workers will be able to use their housing benefits to buy
homes (which will never be enough money!)
The prime minister is expected to say that he wants to change the rules
so that people can use welfare payments to get mortgages and make
monthly payments (Seriously?).

House prices rose for a tenth
consecutive month in May, but
the pace of growth continued to
slow as higher interest rates and
the fall in take-home pay fed
through to demand.
Prices increased by a better-thanexpected 11.2% in the year to last
month, down from April’s 12.1%
and a high of 14.3% in March.
The average price of a home in
the UK is now £269,914,
according to the Nationwide
house price index.

New protection for tenants

Rental update

The government has just released a
White Paper that outlines a range of
new protections for tenants.
The most important of them is the
removal of Section 21 notices, which
will prevent landlords from evicting
tenants without providing a reason.
Other measures that
introduced include;

are

being

A registration scheme for landlords
A ban on landlords
arbitrary rent reviews

imposing

A ban on blocking families with
children or benefit recipients from
renting their properties
The creation of an Ombudsman to
settle disputes.
The right to have pets in the
property
No firm time frame has been set for the
introduction of the proposed Renters
Reform Bill.

Comment

Private rental prices rose by 2.4% in the
12 months to March 2022.
In the first three months of 2022 62% of private
landlords reported heightened demand - a record high.

18% of households are now
living in the private rented
sector.
30% of tenants in the
general residential sector
have children.

London has the highest average private
sector rent at £288 per week.

Younger people are less likely to own their own home than in the
past and are more likely to be renting.

The North East has the lowest at £101 pw.

Half of people in their mid-30s to mid-40s had a mortgage in
2017, compared with two thirds 20 years earlier.

The average across the UK is £148 pw

We are in the process of carrying out an in-depth research exercise with our acol
co-living/hmo tenants.
Now the restrictions imposed through the pandemic have ended, we feel it is a good
time to review what our tenants are looking for and how we need to adapt our operation,
and our properties, to suit their needs and also those of our clients (our landlords).
Our findings will be published in next month's newsletter.

It’s a bit of a moan this month….
Our Comments section covers property related topics that we feel might be of
interest to our readers. There is no political bias in our comments and we do not
want to be seen as ‘Tory bashers’.
Sadly, that has becoming increasingly difficult to avoid as the government makes
bold announcements and promises over the housing shortage.
The government pledged in its 2019 election manifesto to build 300,000 homes each
year in England by the middle of this decade.
Sadly, it appears the government accepts that; Michael Gove, the leveling up
Secretary recently said “I don’t think we are going to hit that target this year.
We are going to do everything we can in order to ensure that more of the right homes
are built in the right way in the right places.”
In the summer of 2020 the government announced, as part of its levelling up plans,
sweeping reforms that promised to revolutionize the system and create multiple
opportunities for new house construction.
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The government forgot one thing - its own MPs. The government’s magic algorithm
for determining areas/sites to be developed was found to be flawed (by some Tory
MPs anyway) and the NIMBYs (Not In My Back Yard) won the day.
Ah, but never underestimate the appeal of sweeping political headlines. Shortly after the ‘leveling-up’ plans
had been ditched the government issued a watered down version with a great deal of fanfare.
One recent suggestion is for residents to vote on neighbours’ applications to extend their properties and
simplifying the process by which local authorities devise their development plans to speed up house
building. Sounds good doesn’t it!
We all know that letting your neighbor vote on whether you can build an extension is bound to create more
homes. We also know that removing some of the red tape council planning departments have hidden
behind for years (only to find new red tape has been applied by the NIMBYs) is certain to remedy the
problem. At least these measures will appease the back bench Tories, or will they? Never under estimate the
power of vested interests, even these may not come to pass.
Oh, let’s not forget the latest announcement that the government intends to
re-introduce the sale of council homes to tenants (as you might expect, the details
are to be released at a future date). And then there are the new protections for
tenants…… It’s a never ending series of headlines and promises.
Message to Boris - Stop making promises and start fulfilling those you have made.

If you are thinking of buying a house by the sea…...
Nearly 200,000 homes in England are in areas that will be threatened
by rising seas by the 2050s, a University of East Anglia report says.
The number is about five times higher than that factored into
councils’ plans for managing the coastline.
The study said that there were 20 council areas in which at least
2,000 properties were at risk from rising sea levels.
The average price of a coastal home is about £287,000, so the
properties at risk are likely to be worth tens of billions of pounds,
adding to fears that people will be left with mortgages on homes
that they cannot live in.

Congratulations Denessa!

Something lighter

Our Dewisant GM,
Denessa Chan, has
recently become a
British citizen.
In a brief ceremony
she swore allegiance
to the UK (and St
David of course) and
promised to be a
faithful Cardiff City
supporter.
Well done Denessa,
welcome to the Great
British family!

Our MD recently visited
the UK’s National Motor Museum

Every month we make an effort to produce
an interesting newsletter. Sometimes we
are told we have succeeded (perhaps
mistakenly) and that it warrants a bigger
audience (yes please!).
Please help by forwarding it on to friends
and colleagues and asking them to contact
us if they want to receive future editions.

Thought of the month
When it comes to expansion
Gradatim Ferociter!
(Step by step, ferociously)
It’s the best way forward
if you want to build a
long-term business

His wife took this picture and said
‘Three Rolls Royces’

If you are visiting the UK this
summer and want to join us for a
coffee and a chat let us know.
Visitors are always welcome!

Sadly, she then said
‘Two vintage models’
Quarantine restrictions have meant our MD
has had to further delay his next visit to
HK/Asia.
Until he returns, if you would like an
obligation-free discussion regarding our
opportunities and services please contact us

The content herein expresses the views of
St David and our MD.
No offence is intended to any party.
All feedback on the content and format is
always greatly appreciated.

info@stdavidgroup.com
www.stdavidgroup.com

